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Meeting a Worldwide 
Need for Community
and Faculty Support 
for Online Education
Steve McCarty
Osaka Jogakuin College, Japan
WAOE President
Milestones
1996- Teaching in the Community Colleges Online Conferences
April 1998 Keynote Address proposing WAOE / discussions 
continue via conference mailing list (Univ. of Hawaii) 
BBS Constitutional Convention  
www.waoe.org domain registered from Estonia 
WAOE becomes an NPO (California State Univ. representative)
Affiliated Journal of Online Education (New York Univ.)
August 1998- Online elections, parliamentary procedures
Board of Directors, Coordinating Ring from all over the world
1999- World Culture Festival; Multilingual WAOE project started
2000- Membership dues abolished
2002- Hosting African, Russian and other non-WAOE initiatives
2003- WAOE hosted at Portland State Univ. as a continuing 
contribution to international society
Principles & Practices - VLEs
Web-Based Virtual Learning 
Environments (VLEs)





community at a distance
a virtual organization; 
similarities to a virtual 
university
leveraging technology to 
amplify non-Western 
voices
Principles & Practices –
pedagogical and cultural exchange
Free and enjoyable 
pedagogical & cultural 
exchange
voluntarism; working 
together at a distance 
sustainably
a global outlook; 
decentralized, balanced 
participation





Principles and Practices –
Defining online education discipline
Defining online 
education and making it 
a discipline
a continuous virtual 
seminar; accumulating 
expertise
a repository & network of 
practitioners’ research & 
experience
exchanges, contributions, 
collaboration beyond the 
WAOE 
Networking/Collaboration
Chapters by WAOE Officers in the forthcoming International 
Handbook of Virtual Learning Environments (Univ. of Toronto / 
Kluwer Academic Publishers): 
McCarty (Japan), Ibrahim (Malaysia), Sedunov (Russia) & 
Sharma (India), “Global Online Education”
Bowskill (UK), Luke (Canada) & McCarty (Japan), “Global 
Virtual Organizations for Online Educator Empowerment”
WAOE officers from 4 countries mentored via audioconferences, 
other synchronous and asynchronous ICT with WebCT LMS for 
a graduate course at the national University of Tsukuba, Japan. 
Chapter proposal on it accepted for the forthcoming Internet-
Based Language Instruction: Pedagogies and Technologies 
(Univ. of Southern Queensland, Australia / Asia-Pacific 
Association for Computer-Assisted Language Learning)
Multilingual sites start at www.waoe.org
Building Communication 
and Support Avenues 
through Technologies
Michael Warner, Embry-Riddle 
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Building a Foundation










A Common Medium to 
Build Community








Facilitating a Virtual Corporation





Communication Structure and Order
Modified Parliamentarian Format
Adaptive Robert’s Rules of Order
Facilitating a Volunteer Board
Ubiquitous Communication?






How Will the Voice Facilitate the Community?
As a Structural Framework
As a Communication Venue
A Worldwide Faculty Mentoring 
Project for Creating Online 
Curriculum
Nicholas Bowskill, University of Sheffield, UK 
WAOE Chair for Mentoring Initiative 
The Initiative and Its Genesis
3 cycles of action research
Increasing Awareness of community affordances







2. We used that 
idea as a pilot 




3. We roll it 






Proponents need to be joined in 
a pre-team dialogue.
Needs more documentation
Levels of Possible Involvement
1. Those making enquiries about the initiative by applying for the application 
form online or by contacting individual members of the community
2. Those joining the mentoring list as volunteers
3. Those involved as mentors in 
projects











Email Account for 
Sending Proposal 
Forms





















Distribution of other Levels
Level 2,3 &4 
Participation
n=44 (38xlevel 
2/3 + 6 level 4)
Canada = 5+1 (6)
USA = 17+3 (20)
C.& S. America = 3+1(4) 
Europe = 4
Africa = 1
Asia = 8 +1(9)
Australia = 1
Levels 2 or 3Level 4
Professional Development Projects
Design an online course in Blackboard
Developing A Virtual Think Tank For Africa
Transform an Online Course from Traditional to Online Mode
Construct a Resource Base for Remote Communities in India
Construct an Online Course for an Online Community of 
Learning Technologists in Mexico








and a changing 
perception of an 
online 
community









The Realities of Technical 
Implementation and Support for a
Worldwide Online Community of 
Faculty
Maggie McVay Lynch, Portland State University
WAOE Chief Technical Officer
Coordination of Working Groups






Workflow control ….  Limited server access
Identifying concurrent activities … website
Ensuring each activity has sufficient technical 






























Learning object sharing, management, and 
dissemination
Membership database interface that allows 
for more specific searching
Devising mechanisms for wider membership 
participation and sharing in multiple 
languages through automated systems
Unanswered Questions
How can we insure continuing institutional 
support of server needs? 
Is it possible to continue to deal with the 
growing complexity of technical needs without 
paid staff? 
How can we develop a larger cadre of active 
members that can backup current leaders 
and insure ongoing access and development, 
as well as organizational leadership? 
